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Getting to know Dawlish Water/ 1
By David Allanach
There had been heavy rains during the night and the brook was a swollen ruddy torrent and even the ducks
were having difficulty going where they wanted to. Where I wondered was all this water coming from? All
I knew was that the source was somewhere on Haldon Hill. It was time to find out more.
You would think that as the brook is so integral a feature of Dawlish there would be some handy accounts
already written, but apparently not. This then is what I have discovered, but I am sure that there is much
more to learn.
Why, you might ask, is Dawlish Water important? I am tempted to say that you can take Dawlish out of the
water but you can't take the water out of Dawlish. In other words, the town of Dawlish was established
here because of the water and the need to cross it. Indeed, it even owes its name to the brook as Dawlish
comes from the Celtic 'Doflisc', the black or dark stream.
At its furthest extent it is 6 miles long and drops 200 metres on its way to the sea. It does not take a straight
course, starting almost westerly and then sweeping in a large U shape until it is going roughly eastwards
before finally turning south although it finishes facing east again, all this in a deep valley often relatively
narrow but widening out in parts.
I now want to take you on a journey from source to
sea. To find the start, head from Dawlish to Mamhead
Obelisk car park and continue on until you reach the
junction with the Starcross road and turn left. The
first track on the left through the woods will take you
there.
Where the headwater is depends on the season. The
highest waterway can be traced in a deep narrow
gulley clothed in grass and low plants, with no sign of
water. The gulley goes under a road and very soon
this still very narrow and now tree-lined dark
passageway has dug deep into the chalk and flint.
Before long there appear pools of stagnant water and
then a dry tributary a foot or so across makes a
junction from a culvert. Very soon the path of the
waterway becomes much wider and it is possible to
move through the trees, which are predominantly
beech. Suddenly rounding a bend in what is a small
gorge there is the sound of running water. It is not
obvious where it emerges from, but there must be
more than one spring hereabouts. So in this dry
season we have found the starting point of Dawlish
Water (photo at left) and it now races away down the
valley that it has created.
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The tithe map of 1840 describes the land here as arable but the 1887 O.S. Map is a better guide showing
that, apart from the trees surrounding the stream, the area is rough ground divided into large fields covered
with heather and grass. It may well be that the trees that we now see were planted in response to the
shortage during WW1.
When the stream seems about to burrow
into the Haldon ridge, along which the
Romans used to travel and is now used by
the A380, another tributary joins and the
stream turns and for a while parallels the
road. It is not long before there is a mill
pond and weir. Our stream has been much
manipulated by man and this is the first
of several mill sites. There was originally
a winding access off the main road which
went via Thorns Cottage. The mill pool
was converted to serve as a water supply
for Dawlish town in 1880. (The photo
shows Council members there in 1903.) From there the water was piped to a reservoir at Houndspool and
then on to the main reservoir at the Burrows off Long Lane.
Our stream starts in Kenton parish but it now enters Ashcombe parish as soon as Grammarcombe Woods
are reached. The woods were here in 1840, but it may be that they were fairly recent then for in 1822 it was
stated that '500 acres of common and waste have recently been planted'. On the eastern side of Dawlish
Water the arable fields commence.
Ashcombe parish consists of roughly 2,000 acres and almost all of it is owned by the Lord of the Manor.
The population was scattered but mostly resided close to Dawlish Water or its tributaries, and were
generally grouped into settlements at Higher, Middle and Lower Towns. These are not towns as we know
them today as the total population in 1850 was 297, and by 2001 had shrunk to only 77.
Just before a group of houses and the
cross roads, the stream is shown as
widening on old maps and it may be
that there was another mill pond here.
We know that in former times Devon
was a centre of the woollen cloth trade
which required fulling mills and it
seems quite likely that there were one
or more along Dawlish Water.
The cross roads marks the centre of
Higher Town. Close by is the parish
church dating back to the 13th century,
but the rectory opposite was only built
in 1810. Nearby were the post office,
one of the two schools, the smithy, the
carpenter and at one time a little
general store, but alas only the church
still functions today.
The Schoolhouse in Lower Ashcombe
The roads here were important and from now on one follow the stream all the way to Dawlish town. This
road was the most important way for Dawlishians to journey further afield until the early 1800s, the most
usual route was by going via Chudleigh to connect with the stage coaches and this was how the mail used
to arrive. Appropriately it boasts a pretty little bridge. It is recorded that there is a date stone inscribed 'this
bridge builded at the County charge AD1685' although I suspect it has now become too weathered to read
as I cannot find it. (The postcard below is from 1908.)
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There were two important farms
hereabouts. Ashcombe Barton is higher
up the valley side with its own tributary
and it is notable that all the ancient farms
which were set back from Dawlish Water
were all sited close to a tributary.
However Court farm, approached by a
ford, is close by and was probably first
built as an open hall of the late medieval
period. The next farm along was Wood
Farm, suitably named as this was the
area where forestry activities were
carried out. At one time charcoal was
made for use in the potteries.
A bit further on and the stream is joined by a tributary with a branch towards what is now the Activity
Centre at Higher Charlwood
Farm. Another is fed by a
spring below Castle Dyke,
which presumably was the
water source for this Iron
Age fort. We know very
little about early settlements
which might have been
supported by Dawlish Water
and its tributaries, although
there have been some finds
on the high ground of
Teignmouth golf course. The
documentation really only
starts with the Domesday
book when Ashcombe only
supported 8 villagers of
whom 4 were smallholders
and 4 slaves farming
ploughlands, cattle, sheep
and goats. At the confluence
of the tributary with the
main stream the only trees are those which hug the water as today the rising, rounded valley sides are all
ploughed. In 1873 the main crops recorded were wheat, barley, oats and turnips, and so it is not surprising
that this is the location of the old malt house with Woodhouse Farm and another nearby.
Moving on from Middle Town the fairly broad valley bottom is bounded by meadows. Before the next
road crossing is where Ashcombe Mill used to be although there are no tell-tale signs nowadays. The next
bridge leads to a crossroads near the war memorial and in between two roads stands an attractive house
(pictured above) which was once a local school. Not only is it bounded by roads but there is a tributary on
one side and Dawlish Water on the other. There are tales of the school toilet being strategically situated
over the tributary.
This area around the crossroads is known as Lower Town and includes the next farm at Langdon Barton. It
was clearly once an important farm but all the Ashcombe farms are now farmed as one unit and so many of
the farm buildings have been converted to holiday lets.
The stream moves swiftly on to the next road crossing above Houndspool, which marks the boundary
between Ashcombe and Dawlish parishes. Even in Domesday times Dawlish was the larger parish
consisting of nearly 5000 acres, but even so it only supported 30 villagers, 8 smallholders and 3 slaves,
together they owned 3 cows, 2 pigs and 100 sheep and grew arable crops. Clearly sheep were important
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even in 1086 but the wool trade grew enormously between 1250 and 1350 so it is not surprising that
several farms beside Dawlish Water and the Aller can be dated back to around this period.

Sketch map: Dawlish Water and main tributaries, locations of places mentioned in the text, and road crossings in green.

Houndspool was once an important but possibly difficult crossing as there is a need to cross not only the
main stream on the valley bottom but a tributary as well. The road coming down from Little Haldon is the
Portway and Greenway Lane. It is believed to be an ancient trackway, probably pre-Roman. The National
Trust notes one suggestion, that it was part of a route from Salisbury to Liskeard, although it is easier to
imagine it as a more local route between the Teign and Dawlish Warren.
The crossroads here also gives access to Long Lane which now shadows Ashcombe Road to the outskirts
of town. Long Lane is assumed to be the earlier track created when travellers had to keep to the high ridges
in order to avoid the heavily wooded and often swampy valley floor.
Houndspool was once a farm and in late Victorian times became better known as a cider factory, and in the
1930s shared the site for a while with Whetman's nursery for growing pinks which nowadays is the only
industry, other than farming, situated beside Dawlish Water. A small track to Weston farm crosses both the
stream and the mill race which served Weston Mill, another corn mill dating back at least to the 1600s. The
mill water rejoined the main stream by the track to Dawlish Water farm.
Where the Ashcombe road splits and one fork takes the road to the other side of Dawlish Water via Rixdale
and The Rise, there is a raised ford, which is dry until the river level rises. All farms from here southwards
to Stonelands and everything to the west including all of the Aller valley have been owned by the Hoares
of Luscombe Castle, but all were once independent and some have an interesting history like Rixdale,
established as early as 1238, which is set back from the stream as it has its own tributary.
The next landmark is summed up in its nomenclature - Radford farm - as it is a farm leading to a ford, and
was therefore probably originally called Red Ford. The water by now has gathered a fair amount of volume
but there are also shoals to be seen. The stream is overhung with low branches and this bridge and many
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others are even lower. It makes the exploits of some 'intrepid explorers [who] sailed down the brook from
deepest Ashcombe in children's plastic boats' as described by Tricia Whiteaway in her book on the Lawn,
very impressive indeed.
However, children's plastic boats are
nothing compared to rowing boats and
even at one time sailing dinghies on
Dawlish Water. At first sight that
would be impossible given the depth
of the water unless someone had spent
a fortune on dredging the area.
Luckily it turned out that wasn't
necessary as the boats were sailing on
the old Luscombe mill pond. This,
along with trout fishing, was just one
of the facilities once offered by
Fairfield House an upmarket guest
house with extensive grounds running
down to the stream, which has
unfortunately since burned down. This picture of Fairfield is from the early 1900s.
** Next time read how this mill pond played a dramatic part in Dawlish history.
Report of talk by Derek Gore on ‘Archaeological Fieldwork and Excavations at Ipplepen 20072019’, 12 January 2021.
For the second on-line (Zoom) talk in our current lockdown series Derek Gore gave us a very rich
presentation on the archaeological processes and findings from the site at Crosslands, near Ipplepen.
Derek has talked to the Group on three or four previous occasions to report on progress at this important
site, the findings from which are helping to rewrite the history of Devon in the Roman period. This was his
final summary report now that work at the site has come to an end.
Although an excavation in the 1990s when a new barn was to be built found what was thought to be a
small 3rd-4th century AD quarry pit, interest in the site was reawakened in 2009 when a hundred Roman
coins dating from the 1st century BC to the 4th AD were discovered by metal detectorists scattered over two
fields either side of a road. These coins could not possibly have been a single hoard. Rather they suggested
that an extensive settlement had existed here for several hundred years, which was unexpected for a rural
location on Devon – remains from elsewhere in the area have been identified mainly as single family
farmsteads. The find of coins prompted a geophysical survey in 2010 which revealed several obviously
man-made features, and the first exploratory trenches were opened in 2011.
It was assumed that there was Roman activity here because slate bedrock occurs very close to the surface
and was being quarried for building material. This made it hard for the excavators to work and to interpret
what was uncovered, but the trenches did indicate surfaced streets with aligned circular houses.
Archaeological work continued on an annual basis until 2019. The 2012 and 2013 seasons uncovered a
circular feature which turned out to be the eaves drip trench of an Iron Age circular house 10 metres across.
The 2014 excavations uncovered a 12 ft wide road surface with five distinct layers, with the first layer on
top of bedrock dated to the 1st century AD. Imprints of several large overlapping circular buildings dating
from the Iron Age and the Roman period were found in 2016. The associated finds included some highstatus items including a twisted bronze bracelet and a fan-tailed brooch, also some high quality Iron Age
pottery. In 2017 the archaeologists were finally able to excavate the highest point in the surrounding area
at the SW edge of the site, in which they had had an interest from the start. In one trench they found the
remains of a small palisade which might have enclosed a small temple or shrine. Nearby they also found
evidence of a blacksmith’s forge and working with precious metals; perhaps offerings were being made for
sale at the shrine. Work in the final year of excavations finally found the outer edge of the settlement,
which in all covers 23 acres – unique for Roman Devon.
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Around the site were various burials from the Anglo-Saxon period located close to and accessible from the
main road crossing the site. The bodies were carefully arranged. Some skeletons had wear on their bones
consistent with heavy agricultural labour or from work in the slate quarries. It appears that the road was in
use at least until the 8th century, and was probably used to transport slate to a landing point on the river
Teign for onward travel to Exeter and elsewhere.

Work at the site in 2019 (from Facebook: Ipplepen Archaeology)

The Dawlish World War One Project
Bob Vickery has recently completed the first of what will eventually be a three book series based on
material collected by the Dawlish World War One Project. ‘Dawlish Remembers The First World War:
Part 1, 1914-1915’ is now available from the Amazon book website: copies are printed by Amazon on
demand and cost £4 plus postage. The second in the series, covering 1916-1917, is expected in June.
The material is already available on the Project’s website, but some will find an A4 format book more
accessible and easier to dip into.
Looking through an advance draft provided by Bob I admired the meticulous research that took place, and
the way he has combined details of local men who died and their family background with information on
the effect of the war on Dawlish at the time, and descriptions of the military actions in which they were
involved.
Report of talk by Felicity Goodall on ‘Lost Devon’, February 16 2021
This was the third talk delivered to us via Zoom during the lockdown. In her ‘Lost Devon’ projects Felicity
told us that she employs a broad definition of ‘lost’ - stories, people, buildings, artefacts: anything historic
and now missing or forgotten and related to Devon.
Her talk covered various topics: Westward Ho! and the short-lived United Services College there; the
Devon Great Consols copper mine, later an arsenic mine, and its links to Morwellham Quay; Horatio
Nelson’s first flagship ‘Foudroyant’ built at Devonport and ending up in a sad state beached next to
Blackpool’s North Pier a hundred years later. We also heard about three Eddystone lighthouses, the first
completed in 1698 by Henry Winstanley that was destroyed by a storm in 1703, the second one lasting
from 1708 until 1755 when it caught fire, resulting in the death of its 94 year old keeper from ingesting
molten lead while gallantly fighting the fire, and the third designed by John Smeaton, completed in 1759
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and only decommissioned in 1877 because the rock on which it was built had eroded.
Her oldest story of loss involved Leofric, the first Bishop of Exeter, who brought his library of 66 books - a
remarkable collection for the time - when he moved from Crediton to Exeter in 1050. Only one of these
valuable hand-written
books is still in the
cathedral library, many
having ended up in the
Bodleian Library in
Oxford, due in part to
the efforts of its founder
Thomas Bodley, who
coincidentally was born
in 1545 in a house in
Exeter (also now lost) on
the corner of High Street
and Gandy Street. The
one that remains, now
known as the Exeter
Book, dates from the
10th century and is
written in vernacular old
English. Felicity
suggested that it may not
have been thought worth
taking to the Bodleian because at the time no-one could understand it. In recent times Kevin CrossleyHolland and others have translated some of the poetry – the Exeter Book contains a quarter of all surviving
Anglo-Saxon poems, some of which are in the form of riddles. The book itself shows signs of a lack of
respect for its age and rarity: there are cut marks on the cover where it has been used as a surface to cut
new vellum pages, wax where candles have been placed on it, and traces of gold and silver leaf (used to
enhance illustrations) which had been stored between the pages. A few years ago UNESCO recognized the
book (pictured above) as one of the ‘world's principal cultural artifacts’, and it was central to Exeter’s
successful bid to be awarded UNESCO’s prestigious City of Literature status in 2019.
Extracts from the Teignmouth and Dawlish Advertiser, 12 November 1971
The Teignmouth and Dawlish Advertiser was a free weekly newspaper that would have been delivered
direct to local households. Firstly, perhaps the most noticeable thing about this paper was its size – when
unfolded it was three feet wide and two feet long – perhaps it was cheaper to print on large sheets, and
presumably was intended to be read at home rather than carried around, but it is very difficult to handle.
We have a copy of the 12 November 1971 edition. The leading article on the front page was an
announcement of approval for the first phase of the new Oakland Park housing development. Perhaps this
is why this particular edition was retained. (Incidentally ‘Oakland’ was singular then, now it’s ‘Oaklands
Park’.) This first phase was estimated to cost £300,000 and involve the construction of 51 houses on four
or five acres of the site, which in all covered 35 acres. Up to 50 building workers were needed, and it was
hoped that some at least would be local men who were currently unemployed. The plan for the whole
project was to build 250 dwellings over a seven or eight year period. The first houses were expected to be
ready by summer 1972 and to sell for between £6,500 and £8,500.
As might be expected this newspaper had several pages of property advertisements, so it’s possible to
check how this compared to existing houses: a four bedroom terraced house in the centre of town was on
the market for £8,700; a large detached house on Stockton Hill with four bedrooms, two bathrooms and
three garages was offered at £13,500. (Based on annual inflation that’s equivalent to around £200,000 now,
but that house today would probably cost around £450,000 – a good illustration of how expensive property
has become in real terms.)
There was also a full and enthusiastic review of a gala performance by Dawlish Repertory Company of a
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play called And So To Bed by J B Fagan, a sequel to Pepys’s diary. This play was first performed in
London in 1926, and had then been revived as a musical adaptation in 1951. The main character, Samuel
Pepys himself, was played by Roy Griffis, who came in for particular praise. This performance of what
was its 108th production was to mark the 21st anniversary of the formation of the Company, which was then
described as one of the largest in Devon.
The Dawlish cinema had closed nine years earlier, but the Riviera in Teignmouth was still operating – and
it actually lasted a further 28 years, closing in 1999. The main film showing that week was Catch-22, a
chaotic anti-war satire based on the best-selling novel by Joseph Heller; it’s now considered a classic but at
the time was rather overshadowed by the film version of MASH, another war-themed black comedy
released earlier the same year. Catch-22 was showing with The Waiters, a 30 minute short film written by
and starring Benny Hill about a posh dinner party ruined by two boorish waiters. A reviewer on the IMDB
website describes that as a ‘woefully mistimed mean-spirited attempt at silent comedy’.
This edition included a special supplement promoting Green Shield Stamps
(GSS). GSS had been launched in 1958
but really took off when they were
adopted by Tesco in 1963, and they were
probably at their most popular around
1971. You usually got one stamp for
each 6d (2½p) spent, so large numbers
had to be stuck into the savings books,
each of which contained 1,280 stamps,
equivalent to expenditure of £32. (Later
a second denomination worth 10 of the
original stamps was introduced, which
helped to reduce the licking.)
In 1965 among the things you could
have for one book were a mouth organ, a
set of six lager glasses with gold rims, or
stainless steel salad servers. If you were more ambitious a Kenwood Chef cost 13¼ books, a Regentone
19in TV set 88 books. In 1971 the top catalogue item was a Ford Escort car at 950 books. There were 7000
community groups collecting stamps for good causes. One appeal for medical equipment by the comedian
Bob Monkhouse on his popular TV show The Golden Shot generated an amazing 54 million stamps, which
was enough to pay for six kidney dialysis machines.
During the 1970s price inflation was high, the value of the stamps was falling and some large retailers
dropped GSS in favour of cost-cutting campaigns. By the mid-1970s the main suppliers of GSS became
petrol filling stations, who competed with each other by offering double, triple, quadruple and even greater multiples of stamps – but it was
deceptive because they were awarded at a lower amount than for other
goods, so even at quadruple rate you only got 20 stamps per gallon. In
1971 it was claimed that 24 million adults collected GSS and 15 million ‘gifts’ were claimed that year – which indicates that while GSS
were an established part of everyday life, many people took the stamps
but never get round to exchanging them for ‘gifts’ – I can vaguely remember that stamp books were kept in the kitchen drawer for years and
added to from time to time, but I can’t recall ever going to a GSS shop
to collect anything for them.
GSS catalogue shops began to offer part stamp-redemption and part
cash for items in the catalogue, and the proportion of cash accepted was slowly increased until goods could
be purchased outright, without the need for any stamps. The catalogue stores, warehouses and vehicle fleet
were re-branded as Argos in 1973; the company stopped selling stamps altogether ten years later.
David Gearing
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